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Let’s Play a Game!

• In a web browser type in http://130.88.102.133:8000/room/diversity/

• Enter your card number, e.g. p_1

• Don’t click “Next”

• Wait ...

• Please start!
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Instruction of the Game

Instruction

You are in a group of people. Each of you will be asked to choose a number
between 0 and 100. The winner will be the participant whose number is
closest to 2/3 of the average of all chosen numbers.

The winner will receive £100. In case of a tie, the £100 will be equally
divided among winners. This game will be played for 2 rounds.
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Keynesian Beauty Contest

John Maynard Keynes (1936), The general theory of employment, interest and
money, p. 156 (chapter 12):

... professional investment may be likened to those newspaper competitions
in which the competitors have to pick out the six prettiest faces from a
hundred photographs, the prize being awarded to the competitor whose
choice most nearly corresponds to the average preferences of the competi-
tors as a whole; so that each competitor has to pick, not those faces which
he himself finds prettiest, but those which he thinks likeliest to catch the
fancy of the other competitors, all of whom are looking at the problem
from the same point of view. It is not a case of choosing those which,
to the best of one’s judgment, are really the prettiest, nor even those
which average opinion genuinely thinks the prettiest. We have reached the
third degree where we devote our intelligences to anticipating what average
opinion expects the average opinion to be. And there are some, I believe,
who practise the fourth, fifth and higher degrees.

Applications —
Predicting behaviour in the stock market:
what I think is a valuable asset v.s. what I think everyone else thinks is a
valuable asset
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How Game Theorists Did in This Game?

Nash Prediction: choose 0!

Figure 1: Source: A Keynesian Beauty Contest in the Classroom, Rosemarie Nagel, Universitat
Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, http://w3.marietta.edu/ delemeeg/expernom/nagel.htm
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Behavioural Economics - The Next Frontier

Behavioural Economics uses psychological insights and findings to address
economic decision making.

• How to improve people’s decisions (e.g. Nudge theory)
• How (stock) markets behaves (e.g. Behavioral finance)
• How people make decisions in strategic settings (e.g. Behavioral game theory)
• What is the processes by which individuals make a decision (e.g
Neuroeconomics, Cognitive Economics)

• Is the observation systematic? (e.g. Learning)

- Skills
Designing an Experiment
Modeling/Generalising the Results
Programming Skills

Example - Certainty Effect
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Economics is diverse! - Fun Readings

• On Ethics and Economics Amartya Sen (Nobel Prize laureate in 1998)
• Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman (Nobel Prize laureate in 2002)
• Beyond Markets and States: Polycentric Governance of Complex
Economic Systems, Elinor Ostrom (Nobel Prize laureate in 2009)

• Misbehaving: The Making of Behavioral Economics, Richard Thaler
(Nobel Prize laureate in 2017)

• Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth and Happiness,
Richard H Thaler, Cass R Sunstein

• Poor Economics: A Radical Rethinking of the Way to Fight Global
Poverty, Abhijit Banerjee, Esther Duflo

• Predictably Irrational: The Hidden Forces That Shape Our Decisions,
Dan Ariely

• Behavioral Economics; https://www.behavioraleconomics.com/
• Behavioural Insights Team; https://www.behaviouralinsights.co.uk/uk-north/
• TED Talks e.g. Colin Camerer
• Behavioral Economics, Edward Cartwright
• An Introduction to Behavioral Economics, Nick Wilkinson, Matthias Klaes 7/10



Conclusion

Economics is diverse!
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Thank you

Thank you

Questions
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Certainty Effect

Which of the following options do you prefer?

A. A sure gain of 30
B. 80% chance to win 45 and 20% chance to win nothing

In this case, 78% of participants chose option A while only 22% chose option B.

This demonstrates the typical risk-aversion phenomenon in prospect theory and
framing effect because the expected value of option B (45x0.8 =36) exceeds that
of A by 20%.

Which of the following options do you prefer?

C. 25% chance to win 30 and 75% chance to win nothing
D. 20% chance to win 45 and 80% chance to win nothing

In this case, 42% of participants chose option C while 58% chose option D.

As before, the expected value of the first option (30x0.25 =7.50) was 20% lower
than that of option D (45x0.2 = 9) however, when neither option was certain,
risk-taking increased.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certainty_effect CertaintyEffect
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